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BACKGROUND

Over the past 12 to 18 months, many clients of SRi’s
Australian and New Zealand practice have put an
increasing focus on the diversification of revenue
streams within club commercial operations.
The extremely competitive Australian sponsorship market and
ethical dilemmas surrounding pokie machines or Leagues Club
distributions, have pushed the more progressive clubs and
teams in Australia to seek new revenue streams in analogous
and complimentary areas of business.
Traditional revenue streams in clubland – those including Sponsorship, Hospitality, Membership, Merchandise
and match-day – remain critical to a club’s commercial
operations, of course, but these streams are increasingly being supplemented by a diverse array of new
revenue possibilities.
Jonathan Harris, Managing Partner ANZ, looks at some
of the different ways in which Australian sporting clubs
are innovating around their revenue opportunities, and
how in turn this is impacting organisations’ hiring strategies.

POOLING RESOURCES FOR PROFIT
IN MULTI-SPORT MODELS
Recently there have been numerous formal and informal

The Adelaide Crows, for example, took sole ownership of The

partnerships and acquisitions across various sport codes in

Adelaide Bite in June, who are set to compete in the revamped

Australia. Examples of these include relationships between

Australian Baseball League for the 2018-2019 season. The part-

Super Netball Teams with both AFL and NRL clubs, ABL and AFL,

nered clubs recently announced they intend to leverage the

NBL and AFL and Touch Football and NRL.

scale and systems of Adelaide Football Club to enhance member
and fan engagement, including improved content production

Sharing CRM, Data and Fan Engagement Strategies amongst

and distribution, game day experience and member servicing.

clubs with multi team models such as the Giants, Magpies,

A range of enhanced fan development opportunities, nationally

Crows or Storm, allow them to have more regular dialogue

and internationally, will grow and broaden the supporter bases

within their community, and ultimately increase ticketing,

of both the Bite and the Crows.

membership, merchandise and match-day revenues.
This partnership makes sense for the Crows as it will bring
An alliance between the National Basketball League (NBL) and

important market and commercial development opportuni-

the Australian Football League (AFL) is well under way, with AFL

ties to the Adelaide Football Club. It will also deliver greater

clubs keen to establish their own NBL teams in support of the

exposure to Asia where baseball is hugely popular, especially

league’s expansion into new regions. This new era of cross code

in Japan, Korea and increasingly China, following significant

partnerships is here to stay.

investment by Major League Baseball.

Sunshine Coast Lightning, a Netball team owned by a joint
venture of Melbourne Storm and the University of Sunshine
Coast, is another successful example of a multi club partnership.
Danielle Smith, Sunshine Coast Lightning’s Chief Executive,
highlighted that the netball side has received strong community support, but excitingly, has also started to offer some
commercial wins for the NRL club. In a similar fashion, Greater
Western Sydney Giants aligned with Sydney-based netball

Sharing expertise and
resources is smart — a
rising tide lifts all ships.

team GIANTS in 2016, to support the team’s development
operationally and commercially. Two years later and there is
no doubt that each team has benefited exponentially from the
other club’s establishment, in what has become a completely
symbiotic relationship.

GOING ALL IN ON WOMEN’S SPORT
An extension of the multi-sports model is the much-documented increase in profile and commercial outcomes for
Women’s sport offerings, with the establishment of AFLW
(2017) and Women’s NRL (2018) in addition to the Women’s
Big Bash and the W League that preceeds these.
The AFLW competition has seen several existing club partners increase their investment to AFLW teams and has also
introduced several new partners to the AFL landscape. What
is even more encouraging is that some of these AFLW team
partners have had such a strong belief in the competition
and what the athletes can offer, that they have entered the
sports sponsorship environment for the first time.
The launch of the inaugural Holden NRL Women’s Premiership adding on to the success of the Women’s State of Origin
series. The NRL Women’s Premiership will enable the NRL to
be exposed to greater diversity in its offering. It is important
that the NRL clubs learn from AFLW that the clubs that invest
in dedicated strategies for these new product offerings will
more quickly unlock their revenue potential.

ESPORTS: WHERE MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT,
TECHNOLOGY & SPORT CONVERGE

CONTENT IS KING
High quality sport content is, unsurprisingly, a lucrative possibil-

An extension of the multi-sport model is the strategic move into

ity for sports clubs. Whilst a substantial investment, producing

esports by multiple clubs and teams. One of the first movers

unique content for your target audience encourages greater fan

in this space, AFL side Essendon, bought top tier esports team

engagement and investment.

Abyss, and Adelaide Crows have made a similar move with their
SRi are seeing the development of significant in-house media

acquisition of the esports team Legacy.

& content teams within some of the larger clubs & teams. Clubs
Their involvement in the rapidly growing esports industry would

are recognising the opportunity to support and develop content

broaden the scope of these clubs’ fan engagement, brands and

for organisations besides their own clubs.

commercial platforms. Obviously esports is hugely popular with
millennials and there are enhanced opportunities for current and

The Crows have also established themselves as frontrun-

new corporate partners to engage with younger, digital and social

ners in custom content production, with the launch of a new

media savvy audiences.

South-Australian focussed television show, supported by a fully
fitted in-house production facility. By producing a television

It must be recognised by traditional sports clubs that existing

show focussing on all sport South Australia has to offer, and

partners will over time inevitably shift some part of existing

not just AFL, the Adelaide Crows are able to capitalise on an

sponsorship budgets to this new vertical, and clubs that cannot

even larger segment of the market and increase their commu-

offer access to this group will see future sponsorship revenues

nity engagement.

shift to these markets. Investing in esports also opens new
avenues to communicate with millennials about their traditional

James Curtis at SRi has been focussed on this key area of inno-

business, with Essendon’s team competing in the famous black

vation in the content consumption and technology space, “With

and red colours. Both Adelaide Crows and Essendon demonstrate

the ability to reach and engage fans at scale, we are starting to

a shared desire to continue to innovate, remain relevant and

see the bigger budget clubs in Australia become true intellectual

jump at the opportunity to be a part of the latest revolution in

property owners and creators. Like elsewhere, it won’t always

sport, and ensure their revenue pipeline stays healthy.

be smooth sailing however. The challenge is the nature of an IP
and content business is very different to how a lot of clubs have

Furthermore as James Curtis from SRi, who leads on esports

traditionally been set up. Reflecting the global strategies of the

in ANZ identifies, “Beyond just the commercial synergies with

powerhouse clubs in the EPL, La Liga, NBA or NFL, there is an

additional revenues, clubs are also able

opportunity for the larger clubs in Australia to grow even bigger.”

to utilise existing high performance
structures which can benefit their

Equally a digital or social media strategy can also help level the

esports teams too. Everything

playing field for clubs. Social media has enabled new opportu-

from training facilities,

nities for small clubs to connect with their fans. There is also

nutritionists, well-being and

undoubtedly a democratisation when every club on the planet

performance psychologists can

can use their digital platform to understand their fans’ needs,

be provided to the esports

likes and interests, and can then provide them with tailored

teams. These will in turn improve

products, services and experiences.

performance of the
team and ultimately
new revenues.”

LOOKING TO CHINA AND FURTHER AFIELD
Australia’s national love for sport makes for a thriving environment, with multiple major codes,
passionate supporters and dedicated players. However, expanding beyond the comforts of home
has proved to be a reluctant move for homebred games until recently.
With the Chinese sports industry continuing to grow at impressive rates, the AFL has made strides
in introducing the game to this thriving market. With Port Adelaide taking a home game abroad, the
club has a fully developed China strategy supported by dedicated Asia Pacific-focussed hires. Likewise, the NRL are investigating opportunities in North America, and a number of clubs are looking at
the possibility of playing games in new markets.
Given the popularity of basketball across Asia and China, the NBL have been very active in
targeting Chinese partnerships too, whether they be media rights or a focus on commercial
partnerships. The NBL has targeted representative games in China, and invited the Chinese
to play domestically. Basketball is an Australian sporting code that will continue to build and
leverage its brand awareness in this market. One of the NBL’s key enablers of success will be its
engagement with the global community.
In its initial days of entering AFC competitions, A League Clubs appeared to view the Asian
Champions League as an inconvenience to their domestic programs. However, Asian
competition and clubs continue to increase investment and profile. While the tournament continues to have challenges in attracting Australian fans, A League
clubs are starting to see commercial opportunities. With Melbourne Victory
set to play their sixth season in the Asian Champions League, and Sydney FC
their fourth, both clubs have strategies in place to increase networking for
Asian business both domestically and overseas. As their exposure in Asia
continues to grow, both clubs have recognised the need to engage
with, and commercially target, the Asian market. Melbourne
Victory’s signing of Japanese superstar Keisuke Honda
represents an exponential opportunity for the club and
League to make a bigger impact on the Asian market.

3 Million
Number of viewers in China for
Port Adelaide games in 2017

2.7 Million
Viewers in Australia for
2017 AFL Grand Final

FOUNDATION DEVELOPMENT:
THE AUSTRALIAN SPORTS FOUNDATION
The Arts as a sector have long targeted donations and
philanthropy as a core revenue stream, and Australian
Sporting Clubs are increasingly offering tax deductible
pro-active funding opportunities for fans, club members
and their communities via philanthropic and community
donations.
Established by the federal government in 1986 to assist
the development of sport, the Sports Foundation is the
only body that can provide philanthropists and private
and corporate donors with a tax deduction for donations
to registered sports projects. Working closely with Major
Sporting franchises the Sports Foundation has redoubled
its efforts and positioning and a number of clubs are
increasingly recognising the opportunities this creates.

In 2016, the ASF raised $44.75
million for Australian sport,
with just under $20 million of those funds going to AFL.
Rugby League, by comparison, saw donations of less than $1

We spent a lot of time with Richmond and Geelong, that gave
us evidence-based studies to justify what we’re doing and
make sure we’re doing it the correct way.”

million. Whilst AFL Clubs have long developed Foundation
campaigns, other clubs and sports are only now realising the

A committee at Wests Tigers has been established to ensure

opportunities these programs offer.

the money is properly distributed to areas including the football department, the club’s 60 community programs, and the

The Wests Tigers Foundation
exemplifies this new movement.

acknowledging of former players. The revenue raised must have
positive outcomes for the community and supporters, but it
undoubtedly in turn is increasing the opportunity and the ‘pot’

The initiative, established with the ASF, invites fans

the club has. The Tigers are effectively providing investors divi-

to make a tax-free donation, that will go towards the

dends through on-field results. “This could be from high-per-

club’s elite development, community engagement and

formance equipment to camps, to facility upgrades to recovery

heritage recognition. The program has only recently

and rehabilitation equipment, to staffing increases or special-

been launched, but already is paying off. Wests Tigers

ist coaching additions. This is for all fans and members, it is an

Chief Executive Justin Pascoe commented, “It’s one of the

opportunity for them to be a part of a future that they can help

most significant and ambitious projects the club has ever

shape,” says Pascoe.

undertaken over the last 18 years.

TALENT IMPLICATIONS
SRi have been at the forefront of the convergence of content, sports, media and entertainment, and are seeing these industry changes impacting recruitment.
Chief Executive Officers and Chief Commercial Officers are now having to focus more
on innovation around new revenues streams. Managing these new sources of revenue
can often require talent with a different skill set from traditional areas of the market.
SRi have witnessed the creation of independent Chief Strategy Officer / Head of Strategy / Head of New Revenue roles. These roles focus on strategic partnerships, innovation and major projects with clubs prioritising non-traditional revenue growth as
a key part of its strategic plan.
This article has focussed on some of the most common new revenue streams but
these roles are becoming ever more varied with in-house investment teams identifying opportunities as diversified as Day-Care centres to coffee shops, investments in
wearable technology, elite or high-performance and technology businesses.
As such, the prospective candidate-pool for these positions is wider and deeper than it
has been before. Organisations are seeking candidates with experience from outside
of sport who can bring new ideas and skillsets from their differing backgrounds in
media, entertainment, technology, management consulting, strategy, banking and
finance or investment firms.
Increased awareness of what is happening across the entire digital, media, content
& technology spectrum, and the need for increased innovation and entrepreneurial
zeal, is paramount in all major commercial hires across clubland.

However, despite this new era, a club should
never lose sight of their traditional revenues
streams or their traditional fanbase.
These still retain significant value and must be a priority for
any club or team. The key for many clubs will be the ability to focus on developing sustainable business opportunities, outside of core revenue streams, that
don’t divert revenues from the core product
but create additional revenue
opportunities to clubs
through new levels
of engagement.

27%
of SRi’s placements into
sporting organisations
came from outside the
sports industry in 2018
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